Human splenic marginal zone B cells lack expression of activation-induced cytidine deaminase.
It has been speculated that somatic hypermutation of rearranged immunoglobulin variable (V) region genes does not only take place in the germinal center (GC) microenvironment, but also in the marginal zone (MZ) of the spleen, and that human peripheral blood IgM-positive B cells with somatically mutated V region genes may derive from mutating MZ B cells. As somatic hypermutation is strictly dependent on the enzyme activation-induced cytidine deaminase (AID), we used an AID-specific monoclonal antibody that is suitable for immunohistochemical staining to analyze human splenic MZ cells for AID expression. Analysis of tissue sections from 29 spleens revealed only very rare MZ cells (approx. 0.05%) showing AID staining, whereas in 25 of the spleen samples strong AID staining of GC B cells was observed. Thus, there are virtually no AID-expressing MZ B cells, indicating that somatic hypermutation does not take place at a significant level in the MZ. Consequently, it appears unlikely that the somatically mutated IgM B cells are generated in the splenic MZ. Moreover, the lack of AID-positive MZ B cells questions the recent speculation that B cell chronic lymphocytic leukemias with mutated V genes are derived from mutating MZ B cells.